This paper presents a temperature compensation method for Lamb wave structural health monitoring. The proposed approach considers a representation of the piezo-sensor signal through its Hilbert transform that allows one to extract the amplitude factor and the phase shift in signals caused by temperature changes. An ordinary least square (OLS) algorithm is used to estimate these unknown parameters. After estimating these parameters at each temperature in the operating range, linear functional relationships between the temperature and the estimated parameters are derived using the least squares method. A temperature compensation model is developed based on this linear relationship that allows one to reconstruct sensor signals at any arbitrary temperature. The proposed approach is validated numerically and experimentally for an anisotropic composite plate at different temperatures ranging from 168C to 858C. A close match is found between the measured signals and the reconstructed ones. This approach is interesting as it needs only a limited set of piezo-sensor signals at different temperatures for model training and temperature compensation at any arbitrary temperature. Damage localization results after temperature compensation demonstrate its robustness and effectiveness.
Introduction
The fundamental challenges in the field of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) are damage detection and localization. 1, 2 In guided wave structural health monitoring (GWSHM), a transducer network is mounted on a structure and is used to record wave signals in order to extract some damage-related information. 3 Considering the widely used pitch-catch technique, one of the transducers is used as an actuator to excite the structure and the others are used as sensors to measure Lamb wave signals. The damage detection is performed by subtracting the signals captured from the structure in a healthy state (without damage) from those captured in a current unknown state. [4] [5] [6] [7] The difference of signals is used to locate and size the damage in the structure. This simple but often effective technique for damage detection can become a challenging task when environment or operational conditions (EOC) change. 8, 9 Temperature change is the dominant EOC property that affects the robustness of a GWSHM system. Temperature changes often cause changes in instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous phase of a signal, thus signal stretching can be observed. It has been shown that, in the presence of changing temperature, simple subtraction of a single baseline signal from the current signal is not sufficient to discriminate between changes due to damage and those due to temperature variation. In order to mitigate this problem, many researchers have conducted theoretical and experimental investigations on the change in guided waves caused by temperature fluctuations. [9] [10] [11] [12] Furthermore, the SHM research community has focused on developing techniques for temperature compensation in GWSHM damage detection. The most widely used techniques include optimal baseline selection (OBS) and baseline signal stretch (BSS). The OBS temperature compensation technique is a data-driven approach in which a collection of baseline signals are measured over a temperature range, and a specific criterion is used to select the best matched baseline signal for damage detection. 11, 12 Commonly used criteria include least squares error methods or maximum residual amplitude of the signal after subtraction. 13 This compensation technique requires a very large number of baseline signals as well as good temperature resolution in the signal acquisition to obtain a sufficiently low post-subtraction noise level. In practical applications these important requirements are not always available. Unlike OBS, BSS compensation techniques seek to build a model of the effects of temperature change on wave signals. 14, 15 The advantage of this technique is that it requires few baseline signals. For example, Michaels and Michaels 15 proposed a BSS compensation strategy based on time-stretch estimation using local temporal coherence, which can be seen as a measure of the time-dependent shape change between two signals. They conducted experiments on an aluminum plate and showed the effectiveness of their approach in discriminating structural damage from temperature change. Clarke et al. 13 proposed combining both OBS and BSS schemes to reduce the amount of baseline data needed for the temperature compensation. Recently, Roy et al. 16 proposed a physics-based approach for temperature compensation of piezoelectric sensor signals, which takes into account the influence of temperature on physical properties of the structure under study as well as the piezo-transducer and adhesive interface. They validated their approach experimentally on stiffened panels made of aluminum alloy and showed the effectiveness of the methodology to detect structural damage. This approach requires an explicit temperature dependency in the material properties of the base plate, piezo-transducer and adhesive interface. Furthermore, the approach needs training with prior data which are not always available. Wang et al. 17 presented a temperature compensation method based on Adaptive Linear Neuron (ADLINE) for Lamb wave-based damage detection in composite plates. The main limitations of this method include the simplistic representation of the signal (single layer and two neural network weights), as well as the choice of activation function. Furthermore, the gradient descent method used for estimating the unknown parameters does not always warrant an optimal solution.
In this study, we propose a data driven compensation strategy for anisotropic composite materials. Since the temperature effect causes changes in piezo-sensor signals through an amplitude variation and a phaseshift, the approach considers an exact representation of the sensor signal through its Hilbert transform in order to extract these two parameters (amplitude and phaseshift). Afterwards, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 18, 19 is used to estimate these two parameters. The compensation methodology consists of two steps: first, the instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous phase of the signals are extracted using the Hilbert transform, after we apply a parameter estimation approach to the temperature compensation problem using the measured piezo-sensor signals at two different temperatures, one considered as reference. Second, after estimating the unknown parameters at each temperature in the operating range, we build a regression model for these parameters using a least squares method. The signal reconstruction process at any temperature in the operating range can then be achieved using the regression model.
Numerical simulations have been performed in this study to investigate in detail the influence of temperature on the Lamb wave signals as well as on the subsequent processing steps in order to compensate for it. By means of numerical simulation, we thus sought to validate the proposed compensation method at many temperature points (with small temperature gradient) which were not available in the experimental study. However, the proposed numerical model offers only a simplified representation of the system. Thus, it is worth noting that the objective of the numerical simulation is to validate in order of magnitude the proposed compensation method for small temperature gradient, not to be compared to the experimental results. Before comparison, an updated finite element model has to be constructed in order to precisely reproduce the effects of temperature on the composite, as well as the behavior of bonded active elements (sensors and actuators) and the glue. This is not the framework of this study.
Proposed approach for temperature compensation

Model
Temperature-related effects that affect guided wavebased SHM system performance are usually related to temperature dependence of the transducers' performance as well as mechanical properties of the structure under study. 20 These effects are usually observed as a variation in the instantaneous amplitude and phase of the signal, leading to a variation of the energy of the signal, as well as a variation of the wave velocity or the travel time. As an example, Figure 1 illustrates the effect of temperature on the wave signal. An amplitude factor and a phase-shift between these two signals can be observed.
Considering these aspects, it can be assumed that the temperature effect on a guided wave signal x(t) can be represented as
where A(t, T ) is an instantaneous amplitude factor at temperature T, and t r (t, T ) is a modified travel time seen as a time delay. Assuming constant values for t r (t, T) and A(t, T ) in a specific time window, the effect of the time delay causes an overall phase-shift of the windowed-signal. Consequently, the time delay can be written as
where a(T ) is a stretch-time coefficient or scale factor.
14 Based on these assumptions, the temperature effect in the signal can be simplified as
This shift modifies the instantaneous phase of the signal, then the stretch-time coefficient can be extracted using the Hilbert transform.
Hilbert transform for parameter extraction
For any real signal x(t), the corresponding analytic (complex) signal z(t) is obtained as
where Hfxg(t) is the Hilbert transform of the real signal. b x(t) and f(t) are the amplitude envelope and instantaneous phase of the signal x(t), and are defined as
Considering two signals x B (t) (baseline signal) and x T (t) (current signal) at different temperatures T B and T, if the relation (3) is satisfied for these two signals, the effect of the temperature can be compensated by applying an amplitude factor and a phase-shift to the current signal.
The analytic representation of the current signal is related to that of the baseline signal by
Assuming the instantaneous phases at reference temperature (T B ) f B (t) and at any temperature (T) f T (t) are constant in a predefined time window with fixed length, equation (6) can be simplified as
where u(T ) = f B À f T . After amplitude correction and phase alignment from equation (7), the real signal x T (t) can be reconstructed from its analytic form as
where Re(Á) is the real part. Thus, the unknown parameters vector in this temperature compensation approach is u = ½A, u T . The temperature compensation is then formulated as a parameter identification problem.
Parameter estimation
In this section, we present the approach for estimating the unknown parameters vector u = ½A, u T . The solution which minimizes the sum of square error between the experimental signal and the modelreconstructed signal is given by
where
is a current signal sample measured at temperature T and x e (t i ; u) is the estimated signal sample at the same temperature using the model described by equations (7) and (8) . N is the number of samples in the considered time window. The solution to equation (9) is obtained using the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm.
18,19
Least squares regression model
The regression model for temperature compensation is built using a least squares method. 21 This method allows for estimation of the parameters of the regression function driving the model. The regression model is given by the equation
where y i (i 2 f1, Mg) are the estimated parameters (A and u) at each temperature T i . f (P, T i ) is the regression function, which depends on the temperature T i and a vector of parameters P. The vector of parameters P is estimated by minimizing the sum of squared error
The shape of the regression function depends on the trend of the training points.
3 Temperature compensation methodology and signal reconstruction process Figure 2 shows the procedure for the temperature compensation and signal reconstruction at any temperature. The overall process is described by the following sequential 6 steps.
Step 1. Collect a set of wave signals
The value of M should depend on the temperature range and the temperature increment.
Step 2. Consider two signals, the baseline signal S reference and a current signal S q (q 2 f1, Á Á Á , Mg) at temperature T q , and isolate the first wave packet using an appropriate time window. More than one wave packet can also be considered by increasing the length of the time window.
Step 3. Estimate the amplitude factor A(T q ) and the phase-shift u(T q ) between these two signals. The estimation is performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The estimated parameters are used for model training.
Step 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for all the M couples of signals fS reference , S q g, q 2 f1, Á Á Á , Mg in the data set.
Step 5. Find a regression model with respect to the temperature for the estimated amplitude factor A(T) and phase-shift u(T ) using the set of the estimated amplitude A(T q ) and phase-shift u(T q ) for each temperature value.
Step 6. Reconstruct a signal at temperature T, in the operating range using the regression model found in
Step 5 (to estimate A(T ) and u(T )) and the reference signal x B (t), via model given by equations (7) and (8). In order to compare the similarity of two timedomain signals, the normalized maximum residual amplitude (MaxError) is computed using the residual signal as
where x reconstructed (t, T ) and x measured (t, T ) are the reconstructed signal and the experimentally measured signal at temperature T respectively. Low values of MaxError in equation (12) indicate good agreement between the experimental and reconstructed signals. The above described procedure for temperature compensation assumes that all the M recorded signals can meet the compensation standard given by equation (12) . If this is not the case, the temperature increment should be adjusted and the procedure has to be repeated until a compensation standard is met. It is worth noting that the above methodology for temperature compensation assumes that the temperature field is constant along each actuatorsensor path.
Experimental validation on composite laminates
Description of the experimental setup
The test specimen is a four-ply CFRP composite laminate with stacking ½08= À 458=458=08. The dimensions of each lamina are 400 mm 3 300 mm 3 0.28 mm. Mechanical properties of the lamina are listed in Table 1 .
A set of N = 5 piezoelectric (PZT) elements (Noliac NCE51) from NOLIAC Inc. are surface-mounted on the composite plate. Each piezoelectric element is 20 mm in diameter and 0.1 mm in thickness. The pitchcatch principle is considered here, wherein one PZT acts as an actuator while the others act as sensors. An illustration of the plate and sensor placement is shown in Figure 3 . The coordinates of the piezoelectric elements are listed in Table 2 . Piezoelectric elements are actuated with a five-cycle sinusoidal tone burst at a central frequency of f 0 , which is modulated by a Hanning window.
In the following, the excitation frequency is set to f 0 = 200 kHz, and the signal reconstruction results after temperature compensation are only presented when PZT 5 acts as an actuator, the others acting as sensors.
The excitation signal is generated by a 33500B series Waveform Generator, and amplified to 10 V using a voltage amplifier from FLC Electronics. The sensor measurements are visualized and recorded by a Tektronix Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope (DPO3014 series) whose sampling rate is set at 25 MHz. Figure  4 (a) shows the experimental setup used to collect signals at ambient temperature (T ref = 168C), taken as reference. After recording signals at ambient temperature, the composite plate was placed in an oven and signals were recorded at four (M = 4) different temperatures f388C, 538C, 698C, 858Cg. A thermocouple placed on a specimen, which had the same mechanical properties as the composite plate, was used for temperature recording.
Figure 4(b) shows the signals recorded at PZTs 1,2,3 and 4 when PZT 5 is used as actuator for two different values of temperatures (168C and 538C). As expected, it can be observed that the instantaneous amplitude and phase-shift are modified when the temperature changes.
Amplitude factor and phase-shift estimation
As described in Section 3, the change in amplitude and phase-shift is estimated using the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm. In order to neglect boundary reflections, the compensation strategy described in this study is only applied to the first wave packet, for which the duration is approximatively equal to that of the excitation signal (as shown by dashed black rectangles in Figure 4(b) ), where it is assumed that the instantaneous amplitude factor and phase-shift are constant. The procedure is performed to estimate the constant amplitude factor A and phase shift u considering signals at two different temperatures (reference at 168C and current at 538C).
The estimated values for A and u are listed in Table 3 , for sensors 1,2,3 and 4. PZT 5 is used as actuator. Figure 5 shows both experimental and model-based reconstructed sensor signals at 538C for sensor 1 when PZT 5 acts as actuator. The difference between the measured signals with and without temperature compensation is also presented. From this figure, a good degree of closeness between the experimental and reconstructed signals can be seen. The procedure for parameter estimation is repeated for the other temperature values (as described in the temperature compensation procedure -Section 3) in order to find a model of variation of these parameters with respect to temperature. Figures 6 and 7 
T has to be determined using the least square method.
Using the value listed in Table 3 for PZT 5 at T = 538C, the parameters b a, b b are estimated for each couple actuator-sensor and are listed in Table 4 .
From the results listed in Table 4 , we build linear regression fits, as shown in Figures 6 and 7 (blue dashed lines). From these figures, a fair closeness can be seen between the training points and the least squares linear regression. It can also be observed that the amplitude factor has almost a linear trend with temperature, while the phase-shift increases with the temperature. This trend can be roughly explained as, when the temperature increases, the Young's and shear moduli decrease, leading to a less stiff material. As a result, the speed of the Lamb waves decreases, which is equivalent to an increasing of the phase-shift. Moreover, the temperature's influence on piezo ceramics' behavior also affects Lamb wave propagation, as pointed out by Roy et al. 16 in a recent study.
After obtaining the regression model from training data, a sensor signal can be reconstructed at any specific temperature in the operating range, using only the reference signal and the compensation model (7). Figure 8 shows signal reconstruction errors in terms of normalized maximum residual amplitude for different temperature values. Applying the compensation model to the sensor signals clearly reduces the maximum residual amplitude. Moreover, from low values of the normalized error after compensation, it can be seen that the compensated model is able to reconstruct any sensor signal with a reasonable accuracy for different temperatures in the operating range. Similar results are observed when the other PZTs are used as actuators.
Signal reconstruction and damage localization
Estimation of the threshold for the normalized error
The threshold of the normalized maximum residual amplitude from the baseline signal and modelreconstructed signal should be in an allowable range. For damage localization purposes, the acceptable value for the threshold should be related to the desired resolution of damage size in the structure. Roy et al. 16 recently showed the effect of damage on sensors' signals, recorded on an aluminum plate. Like temperature, structural damage causes variation in both instantaneous amplitude and phase in the signals. With this in mind, the effect of the temperature must be distinguished from that of the damage. To do so, the effect of damage in the signals is evaluated with the same metric (equation (12)) as for the temperature effect. This approach allows one to select an allowable threshold for the signal reconstruction error, with respect to the size of the damage which has to be localized. In order to estimate the lower limit of the normalized error after signal reconstruction, we introduce into the previous composite laminate a 14 mm damage impact, as shown in Figure 9 . The normalized error for this damaged configuration computed using equation (12) is also shown in Figure 8 (green lines). In this damaged case, x reconstructed refers to the signal recorded in the damaged plate while x measured refers to the signal recorded in the healthy plate. The results show that applying the compensation procedure to the signals clearly reduces the post-subtraction noise level. From the maximum residual amplitude showed in Figure 8 , the allowable threshold to ensure detection of 14 mm impact damage is set at 215 dB. This threshold value is defined as max (MaxError) from all sensors.
Damage localization
The proposed temperature compensation approach is validated for damage localization in a composite laminate under a changing temperature environment. The above described 14 mm impact damage is considered here. The damage is located at (300,150) mm. Before introducing any damage, baseline sensors signals are first recorded from the structure without damage and under different temperatures f168C, 388C, 538C, 698C, 858Cg (168C is considered as the reference temperature). After creating impact damage on the composite plate, sensor signals are once again measured at the same temperatures as in the healthy case.
The damage localization algorithm used here is the standard delay-and-sum imaging approach, 4, 6, 22 which uses the time-of-flight (ToF) of the signals scattered by damage, which are obtained from the difference between the sensors' signals in a healthy state and the signals they record in the actual damaged state (at the same temperature). First, the wave signals from the healthy structure (at specific elevated temperature) are reconstructed using the reference (healthy) signal at 168C and the compensation model parameters estimated for this specific temperature. Next, the damage localization procedure is applied to damage imaging. The damage imaging algorithm requires ToF information, which, for a single actuator-sensor (a À s) path, can be expressed as
where (x a , y a ), (x s , y s ), (x d , y d ) are the actuator, sensor and damage coordinates respectively, and V g (T , a) is the group velocity of the Lamb wave, which depends on the propagation direction in a composite material, a, as well as on the temperature. V g (T , a a ) and V g (T , a s ) represent the group velocity in the actuator-damage and damage-sensor paths, respectively. Figure 10 shows the experimental group velocity profile at different temperatures for the four-ply composite plate described earlier. For this frequency (200 kHz), the mostly dominant Lamb mode is S 0 , with a quasi-isotropic group velocity profile whose nominal value is 5350 m/s (6 2%). Figure 11 shows the damage imaging results before and after applying the compensation procedure at 388C. The distance between the estimated damage position and the center of the true damage position at each temperature is also presented in Table 5 . It can be clearly observed that using the temperature compensation model leads to an improved and accurate estimate of the damage location. Without compensation, the localization error becomes high with an ambiguous result for the damage position. One can also observe that the localization error increases with temperature. This trend is the consequence of the fact that the maximum residual error also increases with temperature, which is an unsurprising result. These results demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed temperature compensation scheme for damage localization.
Numerical validation on composite laminate
Numerical simulations were performed for the composite laminate described in the ''Experimental setup study'' section. The material properties, the sensor placement and the dimensions of the plate remain the same. The 258C-808C temperature range in steps of 58C is investigated numerically, 258C taken as a reference temperature. The mechanical properties at elevated temperature are listed in Table 6 , where e 0 = 8:854310 12 F/m is the vacuum permittivity. A linear relationship is used to obtain the corresponding values at intermediate temperatures.
Numerical simulations have been used here to investigate in detail the influence of temperature on the Lamb wave signals, as well as on the subsequent processing steps in order to compensate for it. By means of numerical simulation, we thus sought to validate the proposed compensation method in a precisely defined system and at many temperature points. Experimentally, measurements at only four temperatures were available. That is why we decided to conduct the numerical study in order to be able to generate data points each 58C. However, the proposed numerical model offers only a simplified representation of the system. Nevertheless, as long as the orders of magnitude are comparable in simulation and in experiment, the compensation is expected to show similar efficiency. The excitation signal is a five-cycle sinusoidal tone burst at a central frequency of f 0 = 200 kHz, modulated by a Hanning window, as in the experimental case. Figure 12(a) shows the finite element model (FEM) of the composite plate with surface-mounted The numerical model of the plate structure was meshed with four node quadrangular shell elements. The total number of degrees of freedom is 760,000. The Kirchhoff-Love theory of plates has been used to model the plate, based on the kinematic assumption that the cross section normal to the mid-plane remains straight and orthogonal to the mid-plane during wave propagation. This assumption seems reasonable, since the wavelength in the plate at the frequency of f 0 = 200 kHz is about 22 mm, which is much higher than the thickness of the plate (1.12 mm). The PZTs patches are modeled as plates equipped with electrodes to reproduce the piezoelectric effect involved in experimental Lamb wave generation. The glue thickness is 0.1 mm and the PZT thickness is 0.5 mm. 
Parameter estimation and linear regression model
The previously described procedure is used for estimating the amplitude factor and phase-shift at each temperature value in the operating range. The estimated values are listed in Table 7 when PZT 5 acts as actuator at 408C.
These estimations are performed at each temperature value and the linear model regression can be built using the least squares method. The linear regression function and the training points for the amplitude factor and the phase-shift are plotted in Figures 13 and 14 when PZT 5 acts as the actuator. 
Signal reconstruction and damage localization
The signal reconstruction process can been achieved using the regression model and the signal at the reference temperature. Figure 15 shows the difference between the numerical and the model-based reconstructed sensor signals at 408C, when PZT 5 acts as the actuator. A good match between these two signals can be seen.
The numerical validation of the temperature compensation model is performed for damage localization. The damage considered here is 20 mm diameter with coordinates (200,150) mm. The damage is modeled by a local loss of stiffness of 95% (change in Young's and shear modulus of the material). 24, 25 In this damaged case, the normalized maximal error can be computed using equation (12) . The results allow one to set the allowable threshold of the compensation to locate this damage size. The maximal residual error is computed using equation (12): with temperature compensation, without temperature compensation, and for the 20 mm damaged signal as in the experimental study. The results are presented in Figure 16 for PZT 5 used as the actuator. The results show that applying the compensation model to the signals clearly reduces the postsubtraction noise level, and furthermore that the damage results and the uncompensated results in temperature have the same level of contribution in ErrorMax, which can increase the false positive rate in the damage detection process, if no compensation is applied.
As in the experimental study, the damage localization procedure is performed before and after temperature compensation to validate the proposed compensation model. Figure 17 shows the damage localization results. The black circle represents the true damage location while the red region represents the estimated damage location. Once more, the results show the capability of the model to compensate for temperature influences on the sensor signal in order to accurately locate structural damage. 
Discussion
The proposed temperature compensation model has been validated in both experimental and numerical case studies. Fairly good agreement is observed between the reconstructed piezo-sensor signals and the experimental ones. The damage localization results after compensation show the performance of this approach. Although this algorithm is promising for SHM temperature compensation, certain points need further investigation before applying it to in-service structures.
The temperature compensation parameters (A and u) are estimated using a least squares approach. Since we assumed constant amplitude factor and phase-shift in the temporal window considered in the estimation, the compensation accuracy and the validity of our assumption would depend on the length of the time window considered in the estimation. In Figure 12 we noticed a surprising behavior for the normalized maximal error for sensor 2 at 858C. This behavior is probably due to the assumption of constant amplitude and phase-shift in the considered time window. Furthermore, it would not be surprising that the estimation becomes bad when the difference in temperature between the reference signal (T reference ) and the current signal (T) increases. Thus, further investigation should be performed about the right temperature resolution as well as the right time window which has to be considered. Furthermore, it could be interesting to consider the possibility of setting damage detection thresholds as a function of temperature, since the normalized error seems to increase with temperature changes, leading to a threshold value that might also change. The composite structure considered in these studies is quasi-isotropic, and it has been observed that the amplitude factor and phase-shift for this material exhibit a linear trend with temperature. It might be interesting to consider a more anisotropic layout, in which the wave speed varies significantly with orientation, in order to determine whether the compensation parameters always exhibit this linear trend. In addition, the structure considered here is a simple flat plate; therefore, the proposed compensation approach should also be validated using more complicated structures (e.g. a fuselage skin with stringers and frames) where wave reflections are also considered. The approach proposed here relies on one temperature measurement and has been applied only to cases where the temperature field is uniform over the structure. However, this approach is not at all limited to uniform temperature fields. The only assumption driving it is that the temperature that is being measured is a source of information that is sufficient to derive one amplitude and phase-shift linear model for each actuator-sensor path. Thus, the assumption underlying the proposed method is that the temperature field (uniform or not) depends only on one variable that we are able to measure. Such temperature fields include, for example, cases where the center of the plate is heated up to a controlled and measured temperature while the border of the plate is kept to a constant temperature. Another case included within this framework is where one border of the plate is heated up to a controlled and measured temperature while the others are kept to a constant temperature. For future work, it could then be interesting to test the ability of the proposed method to compensate for nonuniform temperature fields described by one variable only. This also raises the question of what strategy to adopt when several temperature measurements are available. In that case, the assumption underlying the method would be that the temperature field depends only on N variables that can be measured. Then, instead of building regression models that depend only on one variable, regression models that depends on N variables can be built, though the core of the method is still the same. Although our finite element model is realistic (modeling of the structure, the glue and the piezoelectric elements), the mechanical properties of the material, the glue and the piezoelectric elements are not exactly known at elevated temperature, which makes it difficult to compare and contrast experimental and numerical signals. The numerical model allows one to perform parametric simulations (changes in noise, boundary conditions, model updating for the experimental baseline-free technique) that help in testing the limits of our method. The future scope of our work will include, in addition to the above-mentioned items, an updating of our finite element model using experimental measurements. This detailed analysis will allow us to know more about the mechanical properties of the material, the glue and the piezoelectric elements at elevated temperature; this is important when designing a robust temperature compensation model for structures in real environmental conditions.
Conclusions
This study presents a novel temperature compensation method for Lamb wave structural health monitoring. BSS is applied to: (i) accurately compensate changes in phase and amplitude in sensor signals due to temperature; (ii) improve the damage localization procedure at elevated temperatures. The advantage of the proposed temperature compensation method is that it uses an exact analytical representation of the sensor signals, through the Hilbert transform, and then employs an ordinary least square (OLS) algorithm for estimating the change in amplitude and phase-shift due to temperature. The regression model used for signal reconstruction is found using the least squares method. The robustness of the proposed method is verified by the damage localization results after applying the temperature compensation model. Moreover, the result shows that it is not necessary to collect a large set of baseline sensor signals from the structure to achieve acceptable post-subtraction noise levels after compensation. The validation of the proposed temperature compensation strategy is performed on a composite plate at temperatures f168C, 388C, 538C, 698C, 858Cg. Damage detection results after temperature compensation show the applicability and the effectiveness of the proposed method.
